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IT Transformation Consulting

Business Transformation has become an essential part of every global organization. However, it is always challenging to
smoothly and effectively align the people, the processes, and the technology with the new business strategy
transformation, especially since technology today typically includes: shared IT service, IT automation, high-availability, and
data de-duplication. Organizations have successfully leveraged Allied DigitalIT deep experience and broad skill-sets to
rapidly and effectively achieve successful Business Transformations.

A Global IT Transformation Architect.™

Our engagements always start with High Level Transformation Assessment phase where we gain a solid understanding of our
client's business strategy, key result areas (KRA) and implementation timelines. A Business Process Gap Analysis typically
follows which is used to produce Business Process Re-engineering plan. Our engagements can also include:

Developing an IT transformation and optimization roadmap and technical architecture
Performing readiness assessments
Determining infrastructure maturity levels
Recommending appropriate capabilities, low hanging fruits
Supplementing with the additional skills necessary to smoothly and effectively execute the transformation roadmap.

Allied Digital's methodology is well tuned to quickly produce a Transformation Plan so that we can swiftly move to
implementation and to producing results.The goals of a successful IT Transformation are typically to better leverage people,
processes and technology to achieve a more optimized, cost-effective, and streamlined IT.Allied Digital typically leverages a
combination of our models and tools combined with the collaborative input we derive from our clients to formulate an IT
Transformation Strategy that is:
Well aligned with the new business goals
Reflect the current view of the stakeholders, especially on potentially threading new IT services in to new processes
Well communicated especially when new organizational roles are being defined
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Business ROI, Risks and Flexibility for Change
The methodology is tuned to bring about rapid transformation plan and implementation to gain quick results.
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Partnering with Allied Digital provides our clients with the confidence and assurance required to embark upon a successful
transformation journey. With facilitated IT transformation workshop, our clients have instant access to highly experienced and
business savvy IT professionals and executives. And it is these workshops that drive rapid ROI, by:
Helping to transform IT landscape to enable flexibility and enhance business agility.
Quickly incorporating emerging technologies into the existing infrastructure
Enhancing IT service delivery quality
Lowering costs through shared IT service and automated monitoring.
Facilitating the reinvestment of cost savings into IT-enabled innovation
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